Remarkable Celiacs Part 4: Ellen Bayens

Resilience and Optimism
We all know that a diagnosis of celiac disease
accommodate those changes and rebuild once
on because Ellen decided that this was such a
person to person.
On learning that she had celiac disease, Ellen
Chapter of the CCA and
was an integral part of the

Ellen's site, www.

the annual conference.
Taking a break from
now to check it out. Free
to both users and the
restaurants listed, this
customers. At this point,
she had the brilliant idea
to open the trade show

of us who need glutenfree food with those
establishments that can

brought in hundreds
of interested people,

strict rules about which
restaurants can be listed

awareness, made the

on recommendations
from members of celiac
and Canada and then

brilliance, Ellen connected
restaurants as possible,

during the conference and
creating a hand-out map
that highlighted all those

each one to check their
understanding of the
GF diet and crosscontamination issues
and to assess their
commitment to their celiac
customers. A restaurant
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but a restaurant cannot post an ad in order
to be listed and, in fact, most do not. But,
children. Could the protein powder she was
consuming be laced with steroids? Tubs of
from whom she learned how to do her own
web and graphic design.

inspection.

Ellen has been able to continue pursuing her
specialist who performed the procedure

diagnosis was made and all aspersions on
What Ellen has done with that life-changing

a result of the inadequate diet whereas she
learn to cope.
disease.
creating her site, Ellen has learned a lot about
weight and was so thin that people stared.
After immigrating to Canada, Ellen's mother

atherosclerosis, a mis-diagnosis of peri-

delicious meal.

our needs.

a result of heart congestion and unbalanced
celiac disease.

article about celiac disease published in the
Edmonton Journal. Ellen dragged her Mother

known about CD in 1988.
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the result of a breakdown in communication.

